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NASA, Aliens and the Vatican....and Musk and Mars!
Two interesting news reports. NASA asks the Vatican to help them with aliens. Wall
Street Journal says the Vatican is losing Latin America to the Pentecostals. And then
there is Elon Musk and Mars. Let connect some dots.
There is a major problem developing in the world for the powers that be.
In all nations, cultures, ethnicities, races...there is a new kind of world citizen that is
forming bonds of relationship to one another across all lines and barriers around the
world. They share values, they share community, they share ideals. They have a
higher loyalty than to nationality or race or politics. They are the world evangelical
charismatic movement.
They are now causing major problems for those who have international agendas.
Because they are increasingly difficult to control or manipulate. They have their own
transnational agenda. The Kingdom of God.
They are now beginning to affect international political power. They are turning up
by the millions in voter booths. They are affecting financial powers. They are
threatening major religious powers like the Vatican empire. In China where the
government is trying to establish a new religious, ethical movement based on
Confucius teachings the literally hundreds of millions of charismatic Christians are
not buying into it. In Latin America they are now a dominant political voting block as
they are in America. In Iran and other Islamic nations the secret underground church
is exploding as ordinary families rebel against militant violent Jihad. All across Africa
they are the dominant population group making colonial boundaries soon obsolete.
The powers of the world systems agree, something needs to stop the threat that this
whole world religious movement represents. Persecution wont work anymore. They
are too numerous and they dont buckle under, they thrive.
They not only represent a threat to powers that be on earth....they represent a mortal
threat to principalities and powers in the heavens around the earth. And therefore all
threatened parties both on earth and in heaven need to form alliances against his
common foe.
What needs to be done is that the very strictly held faith in the divinity of Jesus Christ
and the authority of the Bible must be destroyed. To this will require a deception of
such magnitude that will test the faith of even the very elect of God.
So here is my radical idea. I present to you two recent newspaper reports that I want
to connect. The one is a report this last week from Wall Street Journal outlining the

huge problem that the Catholic church is facing in Latin America. They are losing the
strongest base of Catholics in the world. Why? Pentecostals.
The second article is from the UK's Daily Mail. NASA is seeking help from the
church (mainly Catholic) to prepare the world Christian community to the reality of
aliens. UFO's. And the soon unveiling of the aliens. Meeting with them and
presenting them to the world.
Here is my speculation: How do you destroy the faith of hundreds of millions of
fervent Bible believing Christians? Simple but complicated....the space gods are here.
They have returned. Now we can clear up all the speculation about who created
mankind. We can explain religious movements. We can explain why the Bible is a
book about ancient mythis. Now to be honest this is not actually the "second coming"
of the aliens. They have been here for ages and they have been deceiving for
ages...all the way from Eden to the Annunaki of Sumeria, the dragon gods of China,
the Vimani of India and on and on. But they are ready now for one great finale to a
world longing for Superman and the X-men to rescue mankind and save the planet.
Read the two articles and then I will make some analysis and comment.
First the some extracts from the Daily Mail article then extracts from the Wall Street
Journal article.

NASA 'looks to the heavens' for help: Agency enlisted 24
theologians to assess how the world would react to the
discovery of alien life on distant planets and how it might
change our perception of gods and creation






NASA enlisted 24 theologians to take part in its program the Center for
Theological Inquiry (CTI) at Princeton University
The group assessed how humans will react if alien life is found on other
planets and how the discovery will impact our ideas of gods and creation
Dr Andrew Davison, a priest and theologian at the University of
Cambridge with a doctorate in biochemistry from Oxford, is one of the
theologians
Davison believes we are getting closer to finding life on other planets
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The Rev Dr Andrew Davison, a priest and theologian at the University of
Cambridge with a doctorate in biochemistry from Oxford, was among 24
theologians who participated in Societal Implications of Astrobiology from 2016 to
2017, The Times reports.

Duilia de Mello, an astronomer and physics professor at Catholic University, said
she has several seminarians in her classes who often bring up theoretical questions
about intelligent life in the universe.
'If we are the products of creation, why couldn't we have life evolving in other
planets as well? There's nothing that says otherwise,' de Mello told The
Washington Post in August.
In 2008, the Vatican's chief astronomer says there is no conflict between believing
in God and in the possibility of 'extraterrestrial brothers' perhaps more evolved
than humans.
'In my opinion this possibility (of life on other planets) exists,' said Rev. Jose
Gabriel Funes, a 45-year-old Jesuit priest who is head of the Vatican Observatory
and a scientific adviser to Pope Benedict.
'How can we exclude that life has developed elsewhere,' he told the Vatican
newspaper L'Osservatore Romano in an interview in its Tuesday-Wednesday
edition, explaining that the large number of galaxies with their own planets made
this possible.
The next article for the Wall Street Journal which normally does economic reporting
but obviously sees a seismic shift happening in the world geo-political power line-up:
The power of the Vatican is rapidly crumbling in its traditional strongholds.

Why the Catholic Church Is Losing Latin America
Conservative Pentecostals have made huge inroads in Latin America during the
reign of the region’s first pope, with Catholicism projected to become a minority in
Brazil as soon as this year.
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The most successful by far of these new faiths was Pentecostalism. Between 1970
and 2020, the number of Pentecostals in Brazil grew to 46.7 million from 6.8
million, according to the World Christian Database. In Guatemala, they grew more
than 10-fold, to 2.9 million from fewer than 196,000.
Pentecostalism’s loose organizational structure has helped it make inroads into
Latin America’s poorest neighborhoods, where churches offer material as well as
spiritual help. Lay-led churches with flocks as small as a few dozen families
organize donations of rice and beans for hungry families, fund soccer clubs for
young boys to lure them away from drug gangs and organize private healthcare as
an alternative to Brazil’s failing public hospitals.
According to the 2014 Pew survey, the most popular reason given by former
Catholics in Latin America for embracing some form of Protestantism was to have

a more personal connection with God, cited by 81% of respondents. Nearly six in 10
said they left Catholicism because they found “a church that helps members more.”
Since the 1970s, Charismatic Catholicism has been a way to keep many Catholics
attracted to Pentecostalism inside the ranks, with faith healing and speaking in
tongues, combined with distinctively Catholic features including devotion to the
Virgin Mary. In 2020, 22.8% of Catholics in Latin America were charismatics,
according to the World Christian Database, maintained by Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary in Massachusetts.
The declining influence of Catholicism in Latin America has far-reaching social
and political consequences. In countries such as Brazil, conversions to Pentecostal
Christianity have boosted socially conservative views from the favelas to the halls of
Congress, helping to propel right-wing President Jair Bolsonaro to power in 2018.
While President Bolsonaro still identifies as Catholic, he got himself baptized by a
Pentecostal pastor in the River Jordan in 2016 in the lead-up to his presidential
campaign. Pentecostals and evangelicals are prominently represented in his cabinet
and make up a third of Brazil’s congress. His wife attends an evangelical church.
My comments....
Pope Francis has huge problems in the Catholic church. He desperately wants to
change basic Catholic doctrines. That is because the Jesuits are now in charge of the
power centres of the Vatican. Most of its priests are homosexual and he wants to stop
the anti-gay doctrines. Not only are his priests gay but they are also politically and
socially active and have strong views on socialism, economics and social change.
They cannot hope to compete with Pentecostals on the Bible preaching front in the
streets and among the poor. As the saying goes "The Catholic church went to the
poor but the poor went to the Pentecostals". He needs to disconnect the whole church
from its doctrinal base and recreate it as a social/political liberating force. Liberation
theology. He needs Jesus as a model of humanism, not Jesus as God.
So for the Vatican... yes NASA bring on the alien disclosure revelation. We will
work with you. In fact we have fascinating ancient documents in our secret Vatican
archives which we can finally reveal. We will welcome our space brothers as
enlightened beings who can teach us so much. Who can help us evolve from narrow
minded fundamentalist Christianity to a brotherhood of man part of the great cosmic
circle of life.
And then there is Mars.....that is really going to double down on the coming
deception. Let me explain.
The history of church infiltration by humanism started with the inclusion of Greek
philosophy into church doctrine by the likes of Aquinas with Socrates. But the really
bad deceptions were the occult incursions into the church from the neo-Platonists and
the ancient documents coming out of Constantinople at its downfall. Scholars were
now emboldened to look for "original truth" not just out of Jerusalem or Athens but to
look into the ancient past of Egypt as the fount of original spiritual wisdom.

And that brought them under the spell of the real ancient gods of Egypt and Sumer.
The relevance of this today? For the last 50 years the connection now in all occult
circles is to take "original wisdom" back beyond Egypt and Sumer to.....Mars. The
space gods of Mars. The origin of mankind....a hybrid species of Neanderthal and
god genes.
Elon Musk and SpaceX is on a mad dash to get to Mars for a human landing before
2028. NASA is helping them with big major funding and contracts. To speed things
up there will soon be announcements of "ancient ruins and artefacts seen on Mars"
which will propel the race to meet or discover our Martian origins.
For the powers of the world the now openly acknowledged disclosure that UFO's are
real, the aliens are here.....is a solution to destroy the faith of the evangelical
Christians. Watch how the media start playing this up. Look for the interviews of
respected academic theologians. Look for official Vatican approval.
Don't be surprised and don't be fooled. Jesus warned of deception so strong geared to
deceive even the very elect of God. I expect among the non-discipled, the great mass
who are in the movement for what Jesus can do for my career, the seekers of wealth
and prosperity, among those I expect what the Bible describes as a great "falling
away".
But for the warriors of the Kingdom these are the great exciting times of the shifting
of the ages. The demonic powers of the air are being cast down to the earth as
Revelation prophesied they would be and we will be waiting for them to bind them
and cast them in the lake of fire for destruction.
Jesus has given us all power in heaven and on earth and told us "if I cast demons then
know that the Kingdom has come." That time has arrived.

